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A CLASS OF STRONG DIFFERENTIABILITY SPACES

JAMES B. COLLIER

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that if the dual of a Banach space   X  is weak-

ly compactly generated, then each convex function on  X is Frechet differ-

entiable on a dense   G ? subset of its domain of continuity.

The domain of continuity of a convex function /   on a Banach space  X is

the set of all points at which /   is continuous.   If this set is nonempty, then

it is equal to the interior of the convex set  ix e X|/(x) < + oo\.  The space  X

is called a strong differentiability space (SDS) if each convex function on X

is Frechet differentiable on a dense  Gg  subset of its domain of continuity.

Asplund first introduced this term in [l] and showed that X  is an SDS if X

is locally uniformly rotund or if X  is isomorphic to such a space.   In particu-

lar,  X  is an SDS if X    is separable.   Troyanski [4] has observed that any re-

flexive space is an SDS.  Phelps [3] has recently raised the question of whe-

ther X  is an SDS whenever X    is weakly compactly generated.  We answer

this question in the affirmative by using a result of Phelps [3].   First, we

need a few preliminary definitions.

A Banach space  X is called weakly compactly generated (WCG) if there

is a weakly compact subset whose linear span is dense in  X.   Thus  X  is

WCG whenever  X  is separable or whenever X  is reflexive.   If /   is a function

on  X  into (—oo,+o=J,  the epigraph of /   is the subset of X x R given by epi /

= j(x, r)|x £ X, r > /(x)|.  We say that /   is convex if epi /   is convex,  /   is

proper if  epi /   is nonempty, and  /   is closed if epi /   is a closed subset of

X x R.   If X x R  is also a dual space, then we call / weak*-closed if  epi /

is a weak*-closed subset of X x R.   For each proper convex function /   on  X,

there is a weak*-closed proper convex function /     on  X ,  called the conju-

gate of /,  given by

/*(x*) = supj(x, x*)-/(x)|x e Xi.

Let C be a subset of X, x £ C,   and A  a function on C  into  (—00, +00].

If A(x) = supiA(z)|z £ C\,  then we say that the supremum of A  over C  is at-

tained strongly at x  if A(x .) —» A(x)  implies that x .—> x for any sequnce

ix . i in  C.   We call x strongly exposed as a point of C  by a functional x* £X*

if the supremum of (• , x  ) over  C   is finite and attained strongly at x.   In this

case,  x  is also strongly exposed by Ax    for any A > 0.   If, in addition,  X  is
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a dual space and x    is weak*-continuous, then x  is said to be weak*-strong-

ly exposed.   If /   is a function from X  into  (-<*>, +°°],  then we call x a point

of norm-rotundity of /   relative to x*  if the supremum of (• , x*) — / over X is

finite and attained strongly at x.  Norm-rotundity and strongly exposed points

are related in the following way.

Lemma.   Let f   be a function from a Banach space  X  into (-00, +00],

x e X, and x* £ X .  Then f   is norm-rotund at x  relative to x*  if and only

if ix, fix))  is strongly exposed as a point of epi /   by (x*, -l).

Proof.   Suppose that  (x, fix)) is strongly exposed as a point of epi / by

(x*, -l).   Then x. —> x  tor any sequence of points  i(x ., a .)} in X x R  when-

ever  a   XfixJ for all  i   and  (ix., a J, ix*, - l)) —» ((x, fix)), ix*, -l)).

Hence, x   —> x it a. = fixA for all  i   and {x., x*) - a. —> (x, x*)- fix).

Thus /   is norm-rotund at x relative to x*.   The converse follows similarly.    D

We now prove the main result.

Theorem.   // X  is a Banach space and X    is WCG,   then X  is an SDS.

Proof.   Let /   be a convex function on  X  with nonempty domain of con-

tinuity  D.   Choose a point w e D  and an  e > 0,   but sufficiently small so that

fix) is bounded on the set N = ix| ||x - w\\ < c\ and  /VCD.   Define g  on X

by g(x) = fix)  if x £ N,  and g(x) = +00  otherwise.  Then g  is a closed prop-

er convex  function on X,  bounded on  N,   whose domain of continuity is the

interior of N.   We may assume without loss of generality that the unit ball B

is contained in  N  and  -1 < gix) < 0 for all  x £ N.   Choose some  A > 1  for

which  N C AB.

Define p on X  by pix) = 0 if x £ B,   and pix) = +00  otherwise.  Define

a7(x) = p(x/A) -1   for all x £ X.   Clearly  p  and  <?  are closed proper convex

functions on  X  and qix) < gix) < pix) tor all x £ X.   It follows from this by a

well-known property of conjugate convex functions that p*ix*) < g*(x*) <

q*(x*) for all x* e X .  Some simple calculations show that

p*(x*) = supi(x, x*)|x £ B] = ||

?*(**) = sup,<*, x*) + l|x £ ABj= A||x*|| + 1.

for all  x* £ X*.   Thus   ||x*|| < g*(x*) < \\\x*\\ + 1   for all  x* e X*.  These last

inequalities show that the closed convex set C = ix* £ X   \g*ix*) < 2! is

bounded and has nonempty interior.

If we let   f/ = i(x*  r)|x*£X* r < 2! and C' = epi g* O W,  then clearly

C   C C x [0, 2J.  Hence  C    is a bounded subset of X   x R.   Since  X   x R  is

the dual of  X x R,   and epi g*  and   H  are both weak*-closed convex subsets,

C    is a weak*-compact convex subset of X   x R.   Moreover,  X   x R  is WCG

because  X     is WCG.   A result of Phelps [3] implies that  C'  is the weak*-

closed convex hull of its weak*-strongly exposed points.   Consequently, there
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is a point z*  in the interior of C with g*(z*) < 2  such that (z*, g*(z*)) is

strongly exposed as a point of  C    by some functional  (z, -l) £ X x R.

Since g*(z*) < 2  and epi g*  is convex,  (z*, g*(z*)) is also strongly ex-

posed as a point of epi g*  by  (z, -l).  The Lemma implies that g*  is norm-

rotund at z* relative to z.   From this it follows by Theorem 1 in [2, p. 450]

that g  is Frechet differentiable at  z with Frechet gradient z*.  Clearly for

this to be true,  z must lie in the interior of  N.   Thus /   is also Frechet dif-

ferentiable at  z  and   ||z - w\\ < e.

Since the choice of  w £ D  and  e > 0  was arbitrary, the set  G  of points

at which /  is Frechet differentiable must be dense in D.  Since  G is dense,

it follows from Lemma 6 in [l, p. 43] that G is, in fact, a dense  Gg subset

of D.   Therefore,  X  is an SDS.    D

Remark added in proof.    Since the submission of this article for publica-

tion, the author has learned that I. Namioka and R. R. Phelps have found an

independent proof of the main result.
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